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Differences Between Old and New
Differences between God’s old and new covenants are listed below in code. Both lists use the same 

substitution code. When you have identified a word, use the known letters to decode the other words in the 
two lists. One entry is given to get you started.

 Topic Old Covenant New Covenant

1. Those in covenant: God and  ALL BELIEVERS
  LHJSKL KP SZTHMR HRR XMRSMIMTZ

2. Delivered from 
  XKLOHDM KP PRMZF XKLOHDM JK ZSL

3. Where law is written 
  JHXRMJZ KP ZJKLM FEAHL FMHTJZ

4. Knowledge of God 
  JHEDFJ LMSDFXKT HRR VLKC DKO

5. Sins covered by 
  HLSAHR ZHYTSPSYM BMZEZ’ ZHYTSPSYM

Identify the Covenant
What a privilege to be living under the new covenant of grace rather than the old 

covenant of law and legalism! Read the following quotes and indicate which covenant 
pattern is being followed, old or new.

Old or New?

 _______ 1. “Since I missed taking Communion last Sunday, I’m afraid that I 
won’t go to Heaven if I die today.”

 _______ 2. “Why can’t I get the victory over this particular sin? I will trust 
Jesus for help and forgiveness.”

 _______ 3. “I make sure always to tithe 10 percent so I know that I am 
‘good to go’ with God.”

 _______ 4. “No Christian should go to that kind of movie, so why did I see 
a church elder there?”

 _______ 5. “I realize I have the freedom to eat all kinds of food, but I always 
pause to consider how exercise of my freedom will affect others.”
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